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NEW QUESTION: 1
A technician for an enterprise company is determining the best
method to keep the organization's Windows PCs up to date with
OS security patches. Which of the following options would be
MOST appropriate to deploy?
A. Enable Windows updates to be installed manually by users
B. Validate OS security patches in a test environment before
pushing them to user machines
C. Outsource OS security patch management to a third-party
solution provider
D. Invest in a server solution to deploy virtual hosted
desktops for all users
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Cracking of a metal due to stress relaxation during PWHT or in
service at elevated temperatures is called ______. It is most
often found in heavy wall sections.
A. None of the above
B. Reheat cracking
C. Step-like cracking
D. Thermal cracking
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Customer recently installed a new six- core S824, with ( 18 )
SFF-3 bay storage HDD disk backplane completely filled . They
want to include ( 4 ) SSD solid state drive, the data in order
to improve the thermal performance. Customers want to avoid
adding a EXP24S I / O drawer to place the SSD costs .
Which of the following to meet customer requirements in order
to improve the performance of hot data ?
A. plus an SSD SAS bay PCIe Riser
B. plus an eight-slot 1.8-inch solid state drive cage backplane
C. plus a PCIe RAID and SSD SAS adapter
D. plus a USB SSD cage connection
Answer: B
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